Explaining variability in the relationship between antiretroviral adherence and HIV mutation accumulation.
Determining the relationship between antiretroviral adherence and resistance accumulation is important for the design and evaluation of adherence interventions. Our objective was to explain heterogeneity observed in this relationship. We first conducted a systematic review to locate published reports describing the relationship between adherence and resistance. We then used a validated computer simulation to simulate the patient populations in these reports, exploring the impact of changes in individual patient characteristics (age, CD4, viral load, prior antiretroviral experience) on the shape of the adherence-resistance (A-R) curve. The search identified 493 titles, of which 3 contained relevant primary data and 2 had sufficient follow-up for inclusion (HOMER and REACH cohorts). When simulating HOMER, the A-R curve had a high peak with a greatly increased hazard ratio (HR) of accumulating mutations at partial compared to complete adherence (simulation, HR 2.9; HOMER, HR 2.7). When simulating REACH, the A-R curve had a shallow peak with a slightly increased hazard of accumulating mutations at partial adherence (simulation, HR 1.2; REACH, HR 1.4). This heterogeneity was primarily attributable to differences in antiretroviral experience between the cohorts. Our computer simulation was able to explain much of the heterogeneity in observed A-R curves.